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The Toyota 4Runner is a long-running vehicle, having been produced for more than 30 years. Its
longevity and high mileage combined with its lack of significant operating issues are a
testament to its safety, durability, and reliability. The Toyota pickup and the Toyota 4Runner
share the same platform when they were both manufactured in , necessitating Toyota take steps
to differentiate the two. As a result, the four-door model is the standard one for the 4Runner ,
complete with a new 2. Read on to find out just how safe, durable, and reliable a Toyota
4Runner can be, contributing to its collector status. The Toyota 4Runner is incredibly popular
with younger drivers , who tend to have an affinity for vintage trucks. Vintage trucks like the
Toyota 4Runner remain popular with millennials , as these trucks have a reputation for being
built strong and act low mileage even as they travel beyond the ,mile mark. Further, when the
Toyota FJ40 Land Cruiser market proved too expensive, older 4Runners provided a cheaper
alternative- at least for the moment. While the model is more collectible, the 4Runners released
in and are known for having a more solid axle on the front end, gaining it increased popularity
among off-road riders despite the rough riding experience. One thing that helps make it easy for
Toyota to sell their 4Runners is that they do not depreciate quickly after being released, bought,
and driven. The 4Runner, just like the Toyota Tacoma, is known to be rugged and reliable,
lasting and enduring tough road conditions. The Toyota 4Runner loses surprisingly little value
over time , especially when compared to other vehicles of the same age. New models retain
value longer, as it only depreciates by Unfortunately, because of the slow depreciation rate,
even the used and older 4Runner models for sale can be quite expensive. It's important to keep
in mind that Toyota deliberately gave each of its vehicles a long-running generation before
releasing the next wave, and each generation had multiple variations. When Toyota releases a
new generation of 4Runners, there are many variations released. Further, each generation has a
lengthy manufacturing period. As a result, the older 4Runners still look relevant even when
many generations have succeeded them. The mechanics between generations also tend to stay
consistent and do not change much. Many different versions and trim levels over the years are
frequently desired when the public seeks to collect them. Another benefit of the l ong
generations is that Toyota gets more time to market each generation and build up a solid
reputation for the 4Runner brand, as well as general awareness among the driving population.
With the new version, however, Toyota has decided to change the look, possibly breaking the
consistency streak. The Toyota 4Runner was known for being very reliable, making it very
highly prized among older vehicles. After all, reliability is key, as evidenced by the fifth
generation of Toyota 4Runners. Consumer Reports gave the 4Runner a 5 out of 5 rating each
year since , aside from After all, when customers see how durable a vehicle is and that it's
expected to last a long time, they don't expect to find that vehicle for cheap. Also, when it
comes to 4Runners, expect to find both high mileage and repeat owners. These SUVs can easily
run for , miles. When iSeeCars. Even as late as , Toyota continues to manufacture the 4Runner
brand, known for its safety, durability, and reliability. He has since gone on to be a reporter for
and write for three newspapers following graduation. Kenny also has experience editing
websites using WordPress, and he directed a newspaper team to produce two issues during
Indianapolis' Super Bowl. Kenny was hired onto Valnet to write list articles in March In his free
time, Kenny is often out socializing with friends, practicing karate, reading comics, discussing
the Enneagram, or at a game night. By Kenny Norman Published Nov 14, Share Share Tweet
Email Comment. Here's What Gabriel Iglesias Drives. This page is for personal, non-commercial
use. We've expanded your search filters to show more results. Please see below. Find used car
trade in, resell, certified pre-owned and retail values of used vehicles based on the condition,
mileage and other factors of the car sale. It's like a new car for the price of a clunker. Cars Cars
for Sale Toyota Tercel. Toyota Tercel Year Filters Reset Done. Year - Buy From Home. Handle all
aspects of your vehicle purchase without ever needing to go into the dealership. Look for the
Buy From Home badge when choosing dealerships to connect with. Price Rating. Transmission
Transmission Automatic Manual. Auction Cars. Collector and Enthusiast Cars. Reset Done.
Drag map to chose location. Contact for Price. Book Values. Get Book Value. Get a quote
presented by. Powered by. Have a VIN? Great Auto Loan Rates. Not all decisions will happen
immediately. Decision time may vary depending on the lender or dealer you are matched with.
You must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog. Please follow the
instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser. Make National. Model Toyota Mini
Dolphin. Make Toyota. Model Dolphin. Hi, I recently purchased this motorhome but now need to
sell. Working Propane and Electric refrigerator , rear ladder and awning. No Cracks in the Dash
and seats are in good condition , seat covers included but not necessary. New bright LED
lighting. All together sleeps 4. The kitchen features a four burner stove with oven Just like any
other truck or van. Decals are sun faded in several areas. This Toyo is a Good size, easy to
maneuver. Great for recreation or travel. Runs and drives fantastic , mechanically sound. Thank

you for your interest. Loads of fun with this van. It is rare to find these in the US. The 3L diesel
automatic gets 25 MPH under usual driving conditions. Tires are very good. Imported from
Japan with right hand drive. The awing was just replace this summer. Everything works and is
overall very nice condition. Sleeps 2 with convertible couch and can sleep 2 in the popup area
although it's tight for 2 adults. Hate to see her go for we had a lot of fun camping in her but,
work has us tied down and would like to sell to someone like you who can have fun and enjoy
her as we did!! This camper runs and drives excellent and turn key ready! We restored our
camper to look like you are in a log cabin as seen in pictures. Camper as been gutted to a shell
inside, windows removed and re-chalked. Camper was refurbished threw-out the entire vehicle
including walls, ceiling etc. While I had it all torn apart, we replaced wiring where needed , new
custom cabinets and tons storage threw-out. Got rid of the old stove and replaced with storage
and new counter top and cabinets. Installed new microwave, sink, new faucets kitchen and
bathroom. Installed a electric hot water heater. Installed new upgraded cable hookup and TV
wall mounting. New electric hookup with the best plugins you can buy set up to run with 30amp
v or there is a adapter to run at regular outlet power. Or all can be run from the gas generator
located in the RV storage outside, generator was refurbished and is in working condition. The
thing I love about this camper the most, is you can just unplug from your camper site and drive
around anywhere you would like to go for the day. No worries of taking another vehicle on your
daily adventures. List of most items just recently done in the last couple thousand miles or
sooner since the new transformation including mechanical work for preventive maintenance so
we could drive anywhere we wanted to go: Top end of the motor completely rebuilt, new
gaskets, seals, rebuilt heads, intake system, water pump, new distributor, H. New shocks in
front and air ride adjustable suspension in back. Exhaust upgraded for more power and more.
Electric start 30 amp generator with new fuel lines and primmer bulb all just done. Mechanical
work done by a local shop by a ASC certified Toyota mechanic with over 30 years experience.
One look at the motor and you can see all the new parts installed. Has 6 gallon storage tank for
the generator separate from the truck gas tank. Black and grey water storage tanks work
without any leaks. Unit can be retro with heater element or use the gas heater. We ran a electric
heater in the winter. Interior Work : New high quality heavy duty upholstery and curtains.
Should outlast the truck much better than factory. New high end driver and passenger seats
with center console and cooler. Inside completely refurbished with custom one off look. Custom
built dinning area and lighting that transforms into a bed. New counter tops and all new high
quality faucets. New high quality hardwood vinyl flooring. Completely refurbished shower
surround with new fixtures. New toilet, new microwave, new hot water heater. New power feeds
with the best plugs you can buy, new circuit breakers. AC to DC power converter refurbished.
Backup camera. Refurbished outdoor running lights and added new door lights for outside
camping security. New water line hookup and best quality septic line. Basically made it more of
a modern style vehicle you would see at a dealership today. Outside is basically stock.
Preventive maintenance done threw-out for your trouble free adventures. Feel free to ask any
questions you may have and all questions will be answered in a timely manner. Please serious
bidders and questions only. Had to relist again due to buyer's health complications. Sorry
missed this on the ad been getting a lot of questions about.. V6 engine auto with overdrive,
cruise, tilt. Mileage: is 67k. All the engine work listed above plus new timing belt, plugs, wires,
etc. Shipping : front bumper to rear dually axle about 14 ft. All of the propane lines still intact
just unhooked the stove. Cook top can be added, electric or propane hookups right there.
Refrigerator works great, works on gas v or 12v. Hot water heater is electric or propane. Hope
that answers most of the questions I forgot to add. Thanks and Good luck Model Warrior. No
rust on body or underneath, Carpet and upholstery are in great condition. I have receipts of a lot
of work done throughout the past couple years including AC, tires, refrigeration etc I am located
in Eastern Pennsylvania near Kutztown PA local pickup for the auction or you can have it
shipped at your expense. Model Sea Breeze. Due to an uncooperative bidder I am relisting this
camper. This will have to be transferred to you at the local notary upon pick-up. The notary is
only open from 9am till 4pm weekdays and until noon on Saturday. So please schedule your
pick-up during those times. You will have to pay any notary fees associated with the transfer.
The remainder will be paid with cash only upon pick-up. This must be picked up within 7 days
unless other arrangements are agreed upon before purchase. You are more than welcome to
see the camper and drive it if you are local. Click on the link at the bottom of the description to
see extra pictures of the camper. There are 3 pages of extra pictures. Up for sale is my Toyota
22' class C camper. The driver's compartment has air conditioning that works great, and the
heat works fine as well. It only has 46, miles on the Toyota 6 cylinder engine. It has a 6 lug dual
real axle with Hankook R14C tires all around that are in great shape with plenty of tread life left.
Most of these Toyotas have a smaller 4 cylinder engine, which usually bogs down on hills, but

the 6 cylinder engine of this one makes driving in mountainous areas a whole lot easier. The
camper includes an Onan 2. This has all the paperwork that came with the camper when it was
new including all the appliance manuals. Late last Summer, I tried to restart the generator, but it
didn't start that time. I think it's an electric problem that should be fairly easy to fix. If you fix
this generator, then you could probably stay in your camper for weeks at a time without the
need to hook into electricity! It also includes a " awning that is in good shape. It also has a hot
water heater, gas furnace and a 2 way fridge that all work great. It has a rear air conditioning
unit that needs a recharge. It doesn't blow out cold. There is a toilet that works fine and a
shower that leaks at the valve. I think it just needs to be tightened up some. It has a microwave
and 4 burner stove and oven that all work fine. It has a dual sink in the main area and a small
single sink in the bathroom. The sleeping area above the driver compartment will sleep 2, and in
addition, the table lowers and the couch goes flat to sleep additional people. I would say it
sleeps 5. It is carpeted throughout the camper and also in the driver's compartment. The interior
is very clean, and there are no unpleasant odors. I would have no problem spending lots of time
inside! It has grey and black holding tanks and a fresh water holding tank. It has a water pump
that will run on shore power or with the included marine battery. Additionally, it has a 30 amp
plug. There is also a locking metal box added at the back of the camper where the sewage hose
and extras are kept. Included is a top-of-the-line sewer hose. The camper has leaked in the past
at the vent up top. It dips down a little up on the roof at the vent and water will build up there.
But what I do is tilt the camper a little to one side and water does not build up and leak. You
could fix it and build up the area at the top but I didn't feel the need to. This would be just the
thing for a family or a single individual! You can drive it across the country right now, and stop
anywhere because it is completely self-contained! Park it in the middle of the woods, or in a
nice family campground. This is roomy enough to make camping comfortable, but not too large
to drive it around town. You can unhook from the campground and drive right into town. Clink
on the link below for more pictures. The camper is in our storage unit outside Lehighton, Pa.
Payment will be due in person upon pickup when the camper is transferred to you. Cash only
please, no checks. I have the clear title in hand and is ready to transfer. Click below for more
images of the camper: Camper images. Runs great. Many parts have been replaced with brand
new ones. Qualified buyers may be eligible for Financing Shipping and Extended Warranty. Run
lights TV etc. Grenada, MS. Biloxi, MS. Aptos, CA. Brentwood, CA. New Prague, MN. Lewis
Center, OH. Tampa Palms, FL. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. RVs for Sale Toyota
Category - Length - Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Toyota Model Dolphin. Category - Length
19 Posted Over 1 Month. V6 Auto overdrive Must See!! Category - Length 21 feet Posted Over 1
Month. Year Make Toyota Model Warrior. Category - Length 22 Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make - Model -. Prev 1 2 3 Next. Category Beta Class C 1. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters
Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. A majority of all used US imports have
either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe
or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles
from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of
getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX
has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid
expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks
"Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars?
Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better
purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular
blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring
types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage
fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an
impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American
used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car?
CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the service history of a
car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.
Local Vehicle.. Power Steering and Brakes.. Solid Frame.. Does have body Rust.. Fuel Injected
Selling for a widow whose husband bought the Land Cruiser and passed away before he could

Heat works great. Custom rear bumper with hitch. Addicted off road front winch bumper with
ramsey 8k winch. Lc engineering header with full custom exhaust. New oversized tires and
other parts. AC, CD player, lift and custom exhaust. Needs some work. Amazing Deal! Newer
Remington Mud Brute tiresAll working parts with no problems. Title in hand. I have a toyota ex
cab i use mostly for four wheeling. I need to sell my Toyota has brand new rebuild on 22RE
motor and clutch, trans new exhaust and new steering components front trans axles shocks on
front and rear and new breaks it has a lift kit as you can see in pictures 80 percent I have a
toyota pickup 4wd 5spd , miles for saleOwned truck for few years now. Tires have good tread,
6ft bed with tool box, lockout hubs, Put new shocks and master cylinder on it last year. Truck is
in overall great condition Well loved and used well. Sort By. Date recent Price highest first Price
lowest first. Sort by Date recent Price highest first Price lowest first. On page 20 40 San
Bernardino, CA. Hickory, NC. Location: Hickory, NC 0. Toledo, IA. Make offer. Location: Toledo,
IA 0. Mansfield, AR. Location: Mansfield, AR 0. Billings, MO. Location: Billings, MO 0. Lakeland,
FL. Location: Lakeland, FL 0. Nashville, AR. Location: Nashville, AR 0. Flagstaff, AZ. Location:
Flagstaff, AZ 0. Boulder, CO. Location: Boulder, CO 0. Chico, CA. Location: Chico, CA 0.
Hattiesburg, MS. Location: Hattiesburg, MS 0. Lexington, IL. Location: Lexington, IL 0. Boise, ID.
Location: Boise, ID 0. Pensacola, FL. Location: Pensacola, FL 0. Ventura, CA. Location: Ventura,
CA 0. Medford, MA. Location: Medford, MA 0. Knoxville, IA. Location: Knoxville, IA 0. Chillicothe,
IL. Location: Chillicothe, IL 0. Youngstown, NY. Location: Youngstown, NY 0. Yakima, WA.
Location: Yakima, WA 0. Humboldt, IA. Location: Humboldt, IA 0. Other Toyota Models. Would
you like to sell products for this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how. There's a problem loading this
m
ford ranger radio install
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chaseomc
enu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to
top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip
to main content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior
Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

